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Need for Infrastructure and Processes

KPCS is a leading system integrator for Microsoft cloud

solutions and infrastructure. Based in the Czech Republic,

KPCS also offers services in the United Kingdom and

United States.

The company became a Direct CSP in 2018 and was

challenged by the manual administrative and accounting

effort required to meet Microsoft’s infrastructure

requirements. Specifically, KPCS struggled with:

• Managing a high volume of customer support issues

• Manual billing management

• Tracking customer Azure utilization

• Bundling its own security product with existing

subscription packages

Although KPCS had consolidated many of its own systems

into Dynamics CRM, much of its billing and invoicing was

still managed in spreadsheets. The company was missing

the infrastructure, processes and systems to accurately and

efficiently manage its cloud solutions business, and needed

one system that could handle everything so it could spend

more time on customer satisfaction instead of

administrative tasks.

Ultimately, the organization chose Work 365 to solve these

issues based on the following factors:

• Work 365 does not require any customization to

support a CSP’s unique business model

• Work 365 operates from within Dynamics CRM

• The application included a self-service portal for

customers

Built on Dynamics 365, Work 365 helps 
you deliver exceptional customer 
service, increase profit margins, and 
streamline accounting and sales.



Results

For the first time, KPCS has all of its administrative, billing, and support management in 

one system. Work 365’s easy-to-use automation has helped KPCS grow by giving it the 

capacity to expand to other countries and focus on customer support and satisfaction.

In addition, KPCS has seen the following benefits since using Work 365

• Fewer customer support issues related to subscription management, resulting in 

being able to spend more hours on customer satisfaction

• Expansion to three additional countries based on Work 365’s multi-currency support

• Improved customer satisfaction thanks to customers’ ability to view Azure utilization 

on demand and update their own license and subscription information 

• Allows for experimenting with other integrations and plug-ins due to Work 365 self-

service portal’s flexibility and ease of use which will help them create new products

• Faster, more efficient workflows due to the system’s immediate processing and 

updating of changes in the Partner Center

• A more intelligent customer interaction, thanks to consolidation of all customer 

insight into one system that spans opportunities, leads, support, and subscriptions

Work 365 has had a significant impact on KPCS in terms of internal processes, allowing 

the company to achieve more with less effort and time. Looking ahead, the organization 

will use Work 365 to bundle its other products and solutions, which will be a key part of 

its future growth strategy.

Scale your CSP business and grow your cloud profitability today! 
Email: sales@work365apps.com l Website: www.work365apps.com

Implementing the Work 365 Solution

KPCS began with a Work 365 trial but quickly upgraded to a full product onboarding when 

the company saw how well the system integrated with Microsoft’s Partner Center. The 

Work 365 team helped identify how automated workflows could be integrated into KPCS’s 

business process and provided advice on potential pain points such as accepting 

payments in multiple currencies and solidifying the customer onboarding process. 

The most valuable part of the onboarding for KPCS was identifying areas for process 

improvement, such as the ability to package additional product bundles and create their 

own onboarding process. 


